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INTRODUCTION

An increasing number of organizations are aspiring to become data-driven

enterprises in the next few years. In order to make data their most important asset, it
needs to be reliable. Data teams are adopting various technologies to manage,
monitor, observe, and leverage that data to generate insights and predictions about
their business strategy. One of the essential pillars of a sound data strategy is data
observability.

To build a suitable foundational layer for data observability, organizations need to
select the right platform. A good data observability platform offers valuable features
to help teams save on effort, time, and cost. It also helps ensure that the data is
trustworthy.

This e-book will introduce you to the key considerations for assessing data
observability platforms, based on essential parameters like supported sources, data
quality features, scope of remediations, alerts and incident management, and
pricing.
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What Is Data Observability?

Data observability is a set of measures that can help predict and identify data issues
through external symptoms. This approach goes beyond the traditional monitoring
capabilities and strives to reduce the time that data is unreliable by using statistical
and machine learning tools that monitor various data metrics to help troubleshoot
and investigate data quality issues.

The goal of such a system is to reduce the mean time to detect (MTTD) and mean
time to resolve (MTTR) data issues.

Data observability helps in studying the complete data lifecycle, including any issues,
deviations, and drifts in data, to give a holistic view to data engineers and operators.
Systems that implement data observability at their core can easily track the source of
any data issue, raise quick alerts, predict the likely impact, and help remediate the
issue.

Traditionally, observability has been performed on infrastructure and application
layers by using metrics, logs, and traces to eliminate downtime. Today, you can apply
observability principles to data to continuously monitor the data ecosystem and
improve its reliability.
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Data Observability in Practice

To achieve the goal of improving MTTD and MTTR for data engineers and operators
and to enable data trust with consumers, data observability is often based on (but
not limited to) the following tenets:

Completeness: Data should not have null values for attributes or dimensions
that play a critical role in data workloads. The data completeness score can be
calculated based on the number of records not populated against the total records
present in that data set or its historical data. For example, the
'customer-activation-date' attribute should be populated for all the records in the
data set.

Uniqueness: Data in your tables or data sets should have unique values. Any
duplicates should either be removed or merged with the original record, based on
the record survivorship rules, to have a single master record. For example, a
customer with the same 'social security number* but with two records with slightly
different names should be merged to represent a single golden copy of the record.

Consistency: Data should be stored and represented using a consistent format
across the complete data ecosystem. For example, the 'customer-activation-date'
attribute should have the same format as DD/MM/YYYY across all data sets and
records.
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Accuracy: The various attributes of data should follow the business rules
applicable to that attribute. For example, the 'customer-activation-date' attribute
should be populated with the customer’s actual activation date and not the
customer’s onboarding date.

Validity: The data should conform to the predefined rules and formats. The
value should closely represent the real-world business context and be within the
right range of values to be valid. For example, a ‘zip code’ attribute the united states
should be all digits and not have any spaces or letters in the data values.

Freshness: The data should always be up-to-date and in sync between systems
so that users can see the most current information without delays. This means that
not only the table that holds the data is refreshed and is up to date, but also the
content of the table is fresh and records (i.e., rows) are updated at the right time.

Metadata changes: Any changes in the table metadata (e.g., dropped columns)
should be tracked. Changing schemas often leads to the breaking of data pipelines.
Continuous auditing of schemas helps to  avoid any data delays or downtime.

Data lineage: Tracking the end-to-end flow of data helps to understand the
complete data flow in the ecosystem and trace how data moves between various
components. It can also help to audit and investigate any data leakage and narrow
down the impacted components causing the data issues.
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How Do You Choose a Data Observability
Platform?

All of the above tenets should be at the core of any data observability platform. In
order to choose a high-quality platform for your organization, you should also make
sure that it provides the following seven characteristics.

1. Coverage for a Broad Set of Data Sources and Systems

Your current data ecosystem might be limited to a few systems, but you’re likely to
add or replace these systems as your organization needs to change. This means that
you need a platform that can sit across your data stacks and connect with your
pipeline at every step of the way.

The following are examples of systems that your data observability platform should
support:

Data warehouses: Snowflake, Amazon Redshift, Firebolt, Delta Lakes

Datalakes: Databricks, Amazon S3, Google Cloud Storage, Azure Data Lake Storage

Online transaction processing (OLTP): Postgres, MySQL

Streaming platforms: Kafka, Amazon Kinesis

Data transformation tools: Spark, dbt, Fivetran

Orchestration: Airflow, Prefect
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2. Highest Levels of Data Accuracy

The quality of the data you build has a broad impact on your data consumers and
their trust. A data observability platform should be able to handle the flowing critical
scenarios:

Data profiling: The platform should quickly profile the data across key
attributes and find null values, empty fields, duplicates, value distributions, and other
profiling information.

Metadata checks: It should check for mismatches within the metadata of
tables. For example, it should check date formats and data length to avoid data
truncation.

Data quality checks: The platform should validate data for its completeness,
uniqueness, and consistency based on the current values of data as well as the
historical data.

Schema checks: The platform should be able to detect the changes to data
schemas. For example, deleted or added columns, or data type changes.

Data accuracy: Since many data quality issues can not be inferred from
metadata, the data observability platform should should be able find issues,
anomalies, and outliers in the data content itself at the attribute level.

Complex datasets: Not all data sources conform to a data model or have
adequate metadata, so it's important that the platform can handle complex datasets
from various sources such as streaming data, semi-structured data, or data directly
from APIs, and is able to measure the quality and validity of data values that are in
these systems.

Full data coverage: The platform should apply checks to entire data, not just
sample records.
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3. Prevention and Remediation

Observability is not just about monitoring events—it also helps you take proactive
actions. An effective data observability platform should be able to offer suitable
recommendations to avoid future data issues.

The platform’s ability to provide recommendations should be evaluated on the
following:

Anomaly detection: The platform should detect unknown unknowns and
anomalies like outliers and drifts based on historical data trends. You should be able
to rely on your data observability to catch what you had not come across before.

ML-based thresholds: It should offer machine learning ML (Machine Learning)
predictions to highlight proper thresholds for future data values based on historical
trends and data drifts overtime.

Control plane for pipelines: The platform should integrate at any point of the
data pipeline (e.g. by the use of APIs) to check data quality issues at that stage of the
data life cyle and in case of any data quality issues, provide context on the exact
components that’s causing issues.

Integration with data catalogs or ticketing systems: Through integration with
other systems, data observability can help escalate data quality issues for
remediation and label and certify good and trusted data sets for broader
organizational use.
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4. Alerting and Incident Management

Quickly notifying data engineers or source owners about data issues is as important
as detecting them. The platform should be able to send custom alerts and escalate
incidents with the correct levels of information prior to when these issues become
real problems.

The data observability tool should include the following:

Various types of alerts: The data observability platform should be capable of
raising alerts and sending custom notifications based on your requirements. For
example, you may want to set alerts for drifts in schema changes and notify the right
data consumers if a column has been deleted, but any change in the data volumes
does not require a preemptive heads up.

Interactive alerts: The platform should support features such as interactive
alerts that users can use to drill into root cause of data quality issues.

Alerts closest to the source of issues: The platform should identify issues at
each stage of the data pipeline and raise alerts immediately–even at data ingest or
data onboarding phases.

Integration with tools: The platform should support easy integration with
incident management tools like Jira and communication channels like Slack, email,
or SMS.

Pipeline control: The platform should be directly integrated with the data
pipeline so that bad data can either be stopped from entering your environment or
flagged for later remediation if it isn't too critical.
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5. Scalability and Performance

The platform infrastructure plays a vital role in handling future data growth,
onboarding new data sources, and supporting spikes in data volumes. You should
understand the various deployment options available, any infrastructure
requirements, and any limitations around the platform’s scalability.

Keep the following in mind for the data observability tool:

Deployment options: Is the platform a software-as-a-service (SaaS) product, or
does it need to be self-deployed?

API and SDK availability: Does the platform provide APIs and SDKs for
integrating with existing data pipelines to capture real-time data observability stats
and further enhance the pipeline workflow using observability output?

Addition of sources: Is the platform extensible enough to onboard new source
systems (using built-in connectors) and handle increasing data demands? Can plug
the platform in each stage of the pipeline without having to implement it specifically
for each system in your data pipeline?

Future-proof architecture: Your data observability platform should not change
if your underlying data warehouses, data lakes, or data pipelines change. Make sure
your observability platform has a computational engine to calculate data quality
metrics outside your underlying data systems, so that if you move from one system
to another, you don’t have to replace your data observability platform.
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6. Security and Compliance

Having a secure and compliant system is the top priority for any organization. The
data observability product should provide the best-in-class security features and
follow mandatory and regulatory compliance norms.

The data observability tool should support the following features:

Data encryption: The data observability product should have the ability to
encrypt the data stored (data at rest) as well as the data that moves in and out of the
system (data in transit).

Data residency: It should provide the flexibility to physically store the data in
approved geographic regions per data sovereignty laws and regulations.

Data masking: It should also support the masking or tokenizing of sensitive
data based on the users and roles accessing them.

Data access control: It should provide role-based access control for managing
and controlling secure data access.

Compliance: The tool should be compliant with industry-accepted compliance
frameworks such as PCI-DSS and SOC for data security; industry-specific
compliances such as HIPAA for the healthcare industry; and region-specific
compliances such as CCPA and GDPR.
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7. The Right Pricing Model for Your Use Case

How does the platform charge you? Is it based on the data sources, alerts generated,
features used, data volumes, or userbase?

Consider the following pricing strategies:

Pay as you go: Does the platform charge you based only on your usage, or are
there any fixed costs?

Based on endpoints: Does the platform charge based on the endpoint or
sources being observed?

Based on data volumes: Does the pricing increase with growth in data
volumes? Is the pricing based total data volume, or the volume that is being
monitored?

Based on alerts: Does the platform charge based on alerts generated and users
notified?

Based on users: Does the platform charge any fee based on the number of
users onboarded? Will this increase as the user base increases?

Usage reporting: Does the product provide you with usage analytics to show
you how much and how often you are using the product to justify or validate
charges.

Combined TCO of infrastructure and observability: Many data observability
tools push data validation workloads to the underlying data warehouses, analytical
databases, and data lakehouses, and as a result they drive up the cost of those
systems. Along with the data observability licensing fee, you should closely evaluate
the infrastructure cost of data storage, compute, and observability together.
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Closing Thoughts

All of the above parameters are good ways to evaluate a data observability platform.
You can focus on the parameters that are most relevant to your use case.

As you evaluate a potential platform, though, think not only of your current data
needs but of your future requirements and planned data initiatives. This platform will
be an integral part of your overall data strategy.

A suitable data observability platform can give you more control over your data and
its quality as it stands now and a future proof architecture that stays in place, even if
your underlying data sources and pipeline changes.

The scalable, no-code platform of Telmai enables direct monitoring of your data
lakes, warehouses, streaming data sets, and many other systems. With Telmai, your
data observability system can learn from historic trends and make predictions for
unexpected drifts, all in real time.

Sign up for a free account to see how Telmai can help you.
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